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INTRODUCTION TO CALASYS
Recently, Omeka system was upgraded from 
version 2.5 to 2.6.x. Some plugins were installed 
to extend the functionality of the system such as 
LC Suggest, CSV Import, and Exhibit Builder.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
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BUILDING UP THE SYSTEM
CALASYS Group of Chinese American Librarians Association
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WHY OMEKA?
Omeka is open source and thus free with a stable group of developers 
for a long time. While Omeka is an easy-to-use tool, it accommodates 
a wide range of customizable themes and a plethora of plugins. For 
example, Emiglio is the currently used theme to make the appearance 
more attractive. One of the plugins in active use is the CSV Import 
plugin, which enables metadata bulk import. 
Contribution





After about 5 years of development, CALASYS can 
support a variety of data types and formats 
which include journal articles, book chapters, 
audio/video files, and other scholarly materials. 
(Website URL: https://ir.cala-web.org)
Browse Items Browse collections
Single Record Editing Page
• Auto suggests terms 










With the plugin, you are 
provided with the 
flexibility of:
 Semi-auto mapping
 Choosing an item type
 Destination collections
 Associating tags and files
 Using HTML
 And more …
Import step 1
Import step 2
Part of a prepared csv file
Recently, CALASYS added the Exhibit Builder 
which enables the system administrators and 




• Defines item-item relationship using vocabularies including 
Dublin Core, FRBR, FOAF and BIBO
• Uses RDF model to define item relations
• Relationship vocabulary can be customized 
CURRENT PLUGINS
Item and Collections Browsing Features
Browse by Tag Search Items
Several plugins will be tested and implemented to 
enhance CALASYS system. 
